HEAVY LOADS LIMITED

The following list of public town roads have been posted to traffic over 23,000 pounds in accordance with 29 M.R.S.A. Section 2395. Postings are in effect from February 15, 2022, to May 15, 2022.

Ayer Hill  Miller
Barrett Hill  North Union
Beote  Noyes
Brooks  Overlock Hill
Browns  Payson
Bump Hill  Pound Hill
Butler  Quiggle
Carroll  Rabbit Farm
Clarry Hill  Robbins
Coggins Hill  Sennebec
Cole  Shepard Hill
Collinstown  Short
Come Spring  Sidelinger
Daniels  Skidmore
Davis  Sterlingstown
Guinea Ridge  Sunk Haze
Happy Hollow  Thurston
Marrs Hill  Townsend
Mt. Pleasant  Upham
Middle

For further information please contact public works at 785-3411 or publicworks@union.maine.gov